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Abstract—Monaural source separation is often conducted by
manipulating the amplitude spectrogram of a mixture (e.g., via
time-frequency masking and spectral subtraction). The obtained
amplitudes are converted back to the time domain by using the
phase of the mixture or by applying phase reconstruction. Although
phase reconstruction performs well for the true amplitudes, its
performance is degraded when the amplitudes contain error. To
deal with this problem, we propose an optimization-based method
to refine both amplitudes and phases based on the given amplitudes.
It aims to find time-domain signals whose amplitude spectrograms
are close to the given ones in terms of the generalized alpha-beta
divergences. To solve the optimization problem, the alternating
direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is utilized. We confirmed
the effectiveness of the proposed method through speech-nonspeech
separation in various conditions.
Index Terms—Phase reconstruction, spectrogram consistency,
mixture consistency, alpha-beta divergences.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ONAURAL source separation (MSS) aims to decompose
a single-channel mixture signal into each source signal.
While some attempts of time-domain MSS have gained attention
recently [1], [2], the majority of MSS is conducted in the timefrequency (T-F) domain [3]–[5]. Ordinary T-F domain methods use
the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and focus on amplitude
manipulation, which is often realized by applying non-negative T-F
masks [6]–[9]. The estimated amplitude of each source is converted
back to the time domain by the inverse STFT (iSTFT) with the phase
of the mixture. Due to the use of the mixed phase, the obtained
signals contain interference even when the amplitudes are ideally
separated.
To tackle this problem, various phase reconstruction methods
have been presented [10]–[16]. The Griffin–Lim algorithm
(GLA) [11] is a popular method for phase reconstruction from a
single amplitude spectrogram. GLA modifies the phase of each
separated signal based on the STFT consistency: the reconstructed
complex STFT coefficient should retain the neighborhood relation
caused by the overlapped window of STFT [12]. The multiple input
spectrogram inversion (MISI) [13] further considered the mixture
consistency [17]: a sum of separated signals should coincide
with the mixture. MISI achieved remarkable results with the true
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amplitudes, and various extensions have been presented [18]–[21].
In MSS, however, the estimated amplitudes often contain error,
which significantly impairs the performance of MISI. This is
because it keeps the given amplitudes and only attempts to
reconstruct phases that are appropriate for the amplitudes in terms
of STFT and mixture consistencies. To improve the robustness to
the error of the given amplitudes, the amplitudes should also be
modified jointly with the phases.
In this letter, we propose an optimization-based method that
jointly refines amplitudes and phases based on the STFT and
mixture consistencies. The optimization problem aims to find the
separated time-domain signals whose amplitude spectrograms are
close to the given ones while considering the mixture consistency as
a regularization. As the measure of dissimilarity of the amplitudes,
the generalized alpha-beta divergences [22] are considered, since
they have been preferred in MSS [23]. To solve the problem, the
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [24] is utilized. The effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method were
confirmed by speech-nonspeech separation using various amplitude
estimation methods.

II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Monaural Source Separation in Time-Frequency Domain
Let us consider an observed time-domain signal y given by
y=

K


sk ,

(1)

k=1

where sk is the kth source signal, and k = 1, . . . , K is the source
index. STFT of a time-domain signal x is denoted as X = G (x).
In MSS, many of existing methods focus on the estimation of the
amplitude [3]–[5], and the phase of the mixture remains intact. That
is, the separated complex STFT coefficient is given by
Ŝk [t, f ] = Ak [t, f ]

Y [t, f ]

|Y [t, f ]|

,

(2)

where t = 1, . . . , T and f = 1 . . . , F are respectively the time and
frequency indices, Ak is the estimated amplitude of the kth source,
and zero division is replaced by zero. The separated time domain
signal is obtained by iSTFT G † as ŝk = G † (Ŝk ).

B. Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM)
ADMM has been widely utilized for approximately solving the
optimization problems of the following form [24]:
min g(α) + h(β) s.t. α = L(β)
α,β
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(3)
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where L is a bounded linear operator, and f and g are proper lowersemicontinuous functions. An important aspect of ADMM is that
the minimization of each function is conducted separately with an
auxiliary variable γ as follows:
ρ
α − L(β [m] ) + γ [m] 22 ,
2
ρ
= argminβ h(β) + α[m+1] − L(β) + γ [m] 22 ,
2

α[m+1] = argminα g(α) +

(4)

β [m+1]

(5)

γ [m+1] = γ [m] + α[m+1] − L(β [m+1] ),

(6)

where ρ > 0 is a hyperparameter,  · 2 is the Euclidean norm, and
m is the iteration index. Although the global linear convergence is
only guaranteed for convex problems with some assumptions [25],
its effectiveness for nonconvex problems has been empirically
confirmed in many applications [26]–[28].

The generalized alpha-beta divergences have been successfully
applied to various nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF)–based
audio applications [23], [28]–[31], and the use of the KL and dIS
divergences often improves their performances [31]. Note that all
of the measures given in Eqs. (9)–(12) are convex for the second
argument â. Although the proposed formulation in Eq. (7) is nonconvex due to taking absolute value in Eq. (8), we expect that the
convexity of d is helpful for solving the optimization problem.
The second term of Eq. (7) enforces the mixture consistency on
the separated time-domain signals. Note that the STFT consistency
is implicitly considered by handling the separated signals in the
time domain.

B. ADMM for Proposed Optimization Problem in Eq. (7)
To solve the optimization problem in Eq. (7) using ADMM, it is
reformulated as the following equivalent problem:

III. PROPOSED METHOD
Instead of directly using the estimated amplitude and phase of
the mixture as in Eq. (2), we propose to refine the amplitude and
phase via solving an optimization problem with ADMM.

A. Problem Formulation
Our proposed method imposes the following two criteria on
separated time-domain signals (x1 , . . . , xK ). The first criterion is
that the amplitude spectrograms of the separated signals should
be close to the given ones, i.e., |G (xk )[t, f ]| ≈ Ak [t, f ], because
Ak is the key information on each source. The second criterion
is the mixture consistency: separated signals should be summed
up to the mixture signal as in Eq. (1). We use this criterion as
a regularization because [18] showed that the hard constraint of
the criterion degrades the separation performance in some cases.
Consequently, the proposed method is formulated as the following
minimization problem:
K


min
(x1 ,...,xK )

D(Ak | G (xk )) +

k=1

K

2
λ 
y −
xk  ,

2K

2

(7)

where λ ≥ 0 is a parameter balancing the two terms.
The first term penalizes the dissimilarity between the given
amplitudes and amplitude spectrograms of separated signals:
D(Ak | Xk ) =

T 
F


d(Ak [t, f ] | |Xk [t, f ]| ),

(8)

t=1 f =1

where d(a | â) is a measure of the dissimilarity between two scalars
a > 0 and â ≥ 0. That is, the minimization of D(Ak | Xk ) makes
|Xk [t, f ]| close to Ak [t, f ]. We use the generalized alpha-beta divergences [22], in particular, the squared Euclidean (EUC) distance,
generalized Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence, dual-Itakura–Saito
(dIS) divergence, and dIS divergence for squared variables:
1
dEUC (a | â) = (a − â)2 ,
2
a
dKL (a | â) = a log − a + â,
â
â
â
ddIS (a | â) = − log − 1,
a
a
ddISs (a | â) =

1
4



(9)
(10)
(11)


â2
â2
−
log
−1 .
a2
a2

(x1 ,...,xK )
(Z1 ,...,ZK ) k=1

s.t.

(12)

D(Ak | Zk ) +

Zk = G (xk )

K

2
λ 
y −
xk  ,
2

2K

(13a)

k=1

∀k ∈ {1, . . . , K }.

(13b)

This problem is a special case of Eq. (3) obtained by regarding
(Z1 , . . . , ZK ) and (x1 , . . . , xK ) as α and β , respectively. Thus, it
can be solved by iterating Eqs. (4)–(6). To do so, we must solve the
subproblems in Eqs. (4) and (5) as follows.
1) Update of (Z1 , . . . , ZK ) via Eq. (4): The first subproblem

is obtained by replacing g(α) with K
k=1 D(Ak | Zk ):
K


min
(Z1 ,...,ZK )

D(Ak | Zk ) +

k=1

[m]

ρ
Zk − Vk 2Fro
2

(14)

[m]

where Vk = G (xk ) − Uk , Uk is an auxiliary variable corresponding to γ , and  · Fro is the Frobenius norm. Since this
subproblem is separable for t, f , and k, the following scalar-valued
proximity operator [32] gives the update formula:
[m+1]

k=1

K


min

Zk

[t, f ] = argminZ d(Ak [t, f ] | |Z | ) +

ρ
|Z − Vk [t, f ]|2 ,
2

= proxd(Ak [t,f ]| | · | )/ρ (Vk [t, f ]),

(15)

where the proximity operators for the aforementioned alpha-beta
divergences can be calculated as follows1
proxdEUC (a| | · | )/ρ (v) =
proxdKL (a| | · | )/ρ (v) =
proxddIS (a| | · | )/ρ (v) =
proxddISs (a| | · | )/ρ (v) =

a + ρ| v | v
,
1 + ρ |v |
ζ+
η+

(16)



ζ 2 + 4aρ v
,
2ρ
|v |

(17)

η 2 + 4a2 ρ v
,
2aρ
|v |

(18)



|v | +


|v |2 + ξ/ρ v
,
ξ
|v |

(19)

1 The proximity operators of Eqs. (9)–(12) for a real number are summarized
in [31], [33]. Here, we extend them to a complex number. When v is zero, the
right-hand side of Eqs. (16)–(19) cannot be defined because of zero division.
The proximity operator given in Eq. (15) is set-valued in such a situation, but
it must be a scalar to substitute into Zk [t, f ]. We simply replace v/|v| by zero,
and thus Zk [t, f ] becomes zero. Note that zero division almost never occurs
because iSTFT and STFT spread components in the T-F domain.
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where ζ = |v |ρ − 1, η = a|v |ρ − 1, and ξ = 2 + 1/(a2 ρ).
2) Update of (x1 , . . . , xK ) via Eq. (5): The second subproblem related to the mixture consistency is obtained by replacing h(β)

2


with 2 λK  y − K
k=1 xk 2 :
min
(x1 ,...,xK )

K
K

2 ρ 
λ 
y −
xk 2 +
G (xk ) − Wk 2Fro , (20)

2K

2

k=1

[m+1]
Zk

k=1

[m]
Uk .

+
Assuming that the adjoint of STFT
where Wk =
G ∗ coincides with iSTFT G † , its solution is given by


K

λ
[m+1]
†
†
xk
= G (Wk ) +
y−
G (Wk ) .
(21)
K(λ + ρ)
k=1

1941

Algorithm 1: ADMM for solving Eq. (13).
[1]

[1]

[1]

[1]

Input: y, (A1 , . . . , AK ), (x1 , . . . , xK ), (U1 , . . . , UK ),
λ > 0, ρ > 0
[M +1]
[M +1]
Output: (x1
, . . . , xK
)
1: for m = 1 to M do
2:
for k = 1 to K , t = 1 to T , f = 1 to F do
3:
Calculate Zk [t, f ][m+1] by one of Eqs. (16)–(19).
4:
end for
[m+1]
[m+1]
, . . . , xK
) by Eq. (21).
5:
Calculate (x1
6:
for k = 1 to K do
[m+1]
[m]
[m+1]
[m+1]
7:
Uk
= Uk − G (xk
) + Zk
8:
end for
9: end for

3) Update of (U1 , . . . , UK ) via Eq. (6): The update formula
for the auxiliary variables can be obtained as
[m+1]

Uk

[m]

= Uk

[m+1]

− G (xk

[m+1]

) + Zk

(22)

.

The whole algorithm for solving the reformulated optimization
problem in Eq. (13) is summarized in Algorithm 1. While an arbitrary initialization is allowable, one simple initialization is setting
[1]
[1]
xk = ŝk and Uk to the zero matrix.

C. Relation to Existing Methods
In this subsection, relation between existing methods and the
proposed method is discussed.
1) Relation to GLA and MISI: GLA [11] and MISI [13]
reconstruct phase based on the STFT consistency, where MISI
further considers the mixture consistency. They are realized by the
following iterative algorithm:
[m+1]
Zk
[t, f ] = Ak [t, f ]

[m+1]

xk

= G † (Zk

[m]

G (xk )[t, f ]
[m]

|G (xk )[t, f ]|

[m+1]



)+

(23)

,




κ
[m+1]
y−
G † (Zk
) . (24)
K
K

k=1

where GLA and MISI correspond to κ = 0 and κ = 1, respectively.
The difference between the algorithm given in Eqs. (23)–(24)
and the proposed one is as follows: (1) the proposed algorithm
introduces an auxiliary variable Uk based on ADMM; and (2)
the proposed algorithm modifies the amplitude of Zk from Ak as
in Eq. (15) while GLA and MISI keeps Ak as in Eq. (23). The
second difference allows refining the amplitude jointly with the
phase. To refine the amplitude, the proposed method additionally
takes O(T F ) computation, due to Eqs. (16)–(19) applied to each
T-F bin. Note that the computational costs of GLA, MISI, and the
proposed method are dominated by STFT and iSTFT which take
O(T F log F ). Hence, the additional calculation of the proposed
method does not affect the order of the overall computational cost.
In Eq. (24), MISI exactly enforces the mixture consistency by

setting κ = 1, i.e., y = K
k=1 xk . On the other hand, GLA does not
enforce the consistency, i.e., xk = G † (Zk ). The proposed algorithm
induces the mixture consistency softly. Specifically, κ corresponds
[m+1]
in Eq. (24) is replaced
to λ/(λ + ρ) in Eq. (21), where Zk
by Wk in Eq. (21). Here, λ/(λ + ρ) takes 0 and 1 when λ = 0
and λ → ∞, respectively. Note that GLA can be derived from the
proposed formulation in Eq. (7) with dEUC and λ = 0 by applying
a majorization-minimization algorithm [34]. MISI can also be obtained from Eq. (7) with dEUC at the limit of λ tending to ∞ [18],
[19]. Thus, the proposed method can be viewed as an extension

of GLA and MISI in three aspects: extending dEUC to generalized
alpha-beta divergences, considering the mixture consistency softly,
and applying ADMM.
2) Relation to CWF: While the aforementioned phase reconstruction methods aim to keep the given amplitudes, some studies
attempt to refine both amplitudes and phases [35]–[37]. In the
literature, the consistent Wiener filter (CWF) achieved promising
performance by combining the STFT consistency with the usual
Wiener filtering. When K = 2, CWF2 can be formulated by a
function similar to dEUC but considers the variables in terms of
complex numbers [37]:
min
xk

T 
F


ν[t, f ]|μk [t, f ] − G (xk )[t, f ]|2 ,

(25)

t=1 f =1

where μk is the result of the usual Wiener filtering, and ν[t, f ] =
(1/A21 [t, f ]) + (1/A22 [t, f ]) is a weight. Since the phase of μk is that
of the mixture, the source signals (s1 , . . . , sK ) are not the optimal
solution of Eq. (25) even when the true amplitudes are known. In
contrast, the proposed formulation given in Eq. (7) only measures
the similarity of the amplitudes. Consequently, the source signals
are the global optimal solution whenever Ak [t, f ] = |Sk [t, f ]|.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Experimental Conditions
The effectiveness of the proposed method was investigated
through speech-nonspeech separation as in [18], [37]. We used the
subset of the TIMIT dataset [38] provided in [39], which contains
200 gender-balanced utterances. We added 4 kinds of noises from
CHiME-3 [40] to the utterances. The sampling rate was 16 kHz.
STFT was implemented with the canonical tight window of the
Hann window [41] whose length was 32 ms, and the shift size
was 8 ms. The proposed method was compared with GLA [11],
MISI [13], modified MISI (MMISI) [18], and CWF [37]. In our
early experiment, the performance of MISI and CWF saturated
before 50 iterations, while that of the other methods gradually varied
after 50 iterations. To balance them, all methods were iterated 100
times. Their parameters were manually tuned to optimum. For the
proposed method, ρ = 10 and λ = 1000.
We assessed those methods in four conditions of the amplitude estimation: spectral subtraction (SS) [3]–based ratio masking, supervised NMF (SNMF) [42]–based ratio masking, ideal
2 CWF enforces the STFT consistency either as a constraint or a regularization.
Eq. (25) corresponds to the case of the constraint.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SI-SDR, PESQ, AND STOI AVERAGED OVER 200 MIXTURES, WHERE “OBSERVED” USED THE PHASE OF THE MIXTURE WITH THE ESTIMATED
AMPLITUDE. SHADED CELLS WITH AND WITHOUT BOLD FONTS INDICATE THE HIGHEST AND SECOND HIGHEST SCORES, RESPECTIVELY

ratio masking (IRM) [6], and truncated ideal amplitude masking
(tIAM) [43]. In the first three conditions, amplitudes were estimated by the ratio masking: Ak [t, f ] = Mk [t, f ]|Y [t, f ]|, where
2
Mk [t, f ] = Λk [t, f ]/( k=1 Λk [t, f ]) is the ratio mask. Here,
Λ1 [t, f ] and Λ2 [t, f ] are nonnegative scalars related to the amplitudes of speech and noise, respectively, as follows. In the SS-based
ratio masking, Λk was calculated in a blind setting, i.e., the amplitudes of speech and noise at each T-F bin were unknown3 . The
SNMF-based ratio masking was conducted in a semi-blind setting,
where the true amplitudes were not utilized directly 4 . IRM and
tIAM were calculated from the true amplitudes.

B. Experimental Results
The separated signals were evaluated by SI-SDR [44], widebased PESQ [45], and STOI [46]. These scores averaged over
200 mixtures are summarized in Table I. As mentioned in the
introduction, MISI performed well when the amplitude estimation
was accurate, i.e., IRM and tIAM. MISI was overtaken by MMISI,
a robust variant of MISI, in the blind/semi-blind settings, SS and
3 In

the SS-based ratio masking, the amplitude of the noise is replaced by its
T
time average: Λ2 [t, f ] = (1/T ) t=1 |S2 [t, f ]|. Then, the amplitude of the
speech was calculated as follows [3] Λ1 [t, f ] = max(Y [t, f ] − Λ2 [t, f ], 0).
4 In the SNMF-based ratio masking, first, KL-NMF was applied to the amplitude spectrogram of each source |Sk [t, f ]| for 300 iterations, where the rank
was set to 30. Then, SNMF [42] was applied to the amplitude of the mixture for
obtaining Λk , where the basis of NMF were fixed.

SNMF. CWF achieved the highest SI-SDR in SS and SNMF, but
resulted in the lowest SI-SDR in the case of tIAM. These results indicate that the optimal method depends on the accuracy of amplitudes.
In contrast to those methods, the proposed method worked well
for both accurate and inaccurate amplitudes. In particular, the
proposed method with KL divergence [Prop. (KL)] outperformed
the existing methods in terms of the average scores over the four
conditions. For 100 iterations, MISI and Prop. (KL) took 2.31 s and
3.54 s, respectively .5 With similar computational time, SI-SDR of
MISI and Prop. (KL) resulted in 14.78 dB (with 50 iterations) and
15.20 dB (with 30 iterations), respectively. That is, the proposed
method performed well even with less number of iterations. Note
that the use of divergences other than KL performed better in some
situations. Hence, the proposed method has a potential of further
improvement by using a more appropriate divergence.

V. CONCLUSION
We proposed an amplitude and phase refinement method for
MSS in the T-F domain. The proposed method is formulated as
an optimization problem, and an efficient algorithm was developed
based on ADMM for solving it. The proposed method using the
KL divergence as a dissimilarity measure of amplitudes performed
well in speech-nonspeech separation.
5 We measured run time using a signal whose length was the average in the
dataset (3.14 s) and AMD Ryzen 7 1800X with MATLAB 2020a.
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